SYNTHETIC AREA
GUIDANCE

Permitted footwear
- Moulded studs
- Screw in studs less than or equal to 15mm
Banned footwear
- Blades
- Flat soled i.e. trainers
- Metal studs
- Screw in studs more than 15mm
Only players and officials to have access to the
synthetic area

Please do not access the synthetic area prior
to the official commencement of your booking
Please ensure that your session is concluded
and all of your players are off the pitch at your
official finishing time.
If using the changing rooms please ensure
that they are left in a tidy condition
In the event of severe weather which
necessitates venue closure, ANGUSalive will
endeavour to inform all lets affected

No smoking on or around the synthetic area
Strictly no chewing gum to be consumed or
thrown on the synthetic area
Only one set of portable goals per booking
Please remove all your litter from the synthetic
area after use

It is the responsibility of the user to ensure
that any potential risk associated with
an activity is minimised. The person or
organisation who have booked the facility are
responsible for the safety and behaviour of
spectators in any way linked to their activity

Please refrain from swearing - this is a
community facility

Venue management staff reserve the right to
terminate any activity where staff consider the
situation is unsafe and in breach of health and
safety regulations

If moving the portable goals please ensure the
wheels are fully engaged whilst in transit

First Aid arrangements should be put in place
by the hirer of the pitch during the hire times

Please return goals to the side of the pitch
after use

ANGUSalive do not accept responsibility for
the loss of personal belongings

Please be courteous to all other pitch users this includes managing your session properly
to ensure your players and equipment do not
inconvenience other bookings

A copy of these rules may be obtained from ANGUSalive, St Margaret’s House,
Orchardbank Business Park, Forfar, DD8 3WS or online at www.angusalive.scot
(Approved April 2017)
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